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In the present paper, an Eulerian scheme combined with the hybrid particle level set
method for numerical simulation of spall fracture due to high-velocity impact is proposed.
An axisymmetric framework is established, based on an improved CE/SE scheme, to solve
the high-velocity impact problems with large deformations, high strain rates and spall frac-
tures. The hybrid particle level set method is adopted for tracking material interfaces and
describing the formation and propagation of a crack. A novel representation of crack by
level set is proposed. Numerical simulations are carried out and compared to the corre-
sponding experimental results. The numerical results are in good agreement with the
experimental data. The edge effects are reproduced and the decrease of scab thickness with
increase in impact velocity is observed owing to the numerical analysis. It is proved that
our computational technique is feasible and reliable for analyzing the spall fracture.

� 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spall fracture happens mainly in the field of high-velocity impact. It is a kind of dynamic fracture that occurs inside a
material when two decompression waves interact and produce enough tension to cause damage. The process of the spall
fracture is considered as a sequence of nucleation, growth and coalescence of microscopic voids or cracks [1]. The classical
plate-impact experiment is usually used to study the mechanisms of the spall fracture in the laboratories [2–4].

Numerical analysis plays an important role in the study of the spall fracture. It enables the researchers to obtain the infor-
mation such as pressure, strain rate and porosity evolution inside the target during the tests, which cannot be captured dur-
ing the experiments. Two kinds of dynamic fracture models for the numerical simulation of the spall, which consider the
microvoiding process, are currently popular. They are the void growth (VG) model [5–9] and the nucleation and growth
(NAG) model [3,10]. The VG model is a mathematical model of ductile holes growth under the application of a mean tensile
stress. The NAG model considers more physical details including the nucleation and the growth processes. Eftis et al. [11]
performed numerical simulations, by their own constitutive-microdamage equations, for describing the impact of spherical
projectiles with rectangular target plates at a speed of 6.0 km/s. Three ratios of the projectile diameter to the target thickness
were chosen, and different damage features were presented in the simulations. Ikkurthi and Chaturvedi [12] adopted four
damage models for the simulations of the spall fracture in metal plates. The best match with the experiments was obtained
by the VG model. Several physical phenomena such as the edge effects were also studied. Czarnota et al. [10] carried out the
finite element simulations of the plate-impact tests based on the model proposed by themselves and compared the
. All rights reserved.
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numerical results to the experiments on tantalum. An increase of the spall strength was observed with higher shock inten-
sities in the simulations.

Meanwhile, in the community of computational mechanics, a number of hydrocodes by which high-velocity impact cal-
culations are performed have appeared in the last 30 years. These codes can be classified basically into three kinds: Lagrang-
ian formulation (such as TOODY, EPIC and DYNA), Eulerian formulation (such as CSQ, CTH and MESA) and arbitrary
Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formulation (such as CAVEAT and SALE) [13]. Anderson [14] summarized the advantages and dis-
advantages of both Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions. Johnson and Anderson [15] gave a review of the development of
hydrocodes from a historical point of view. Benson [13] published a comprehensive survey which describes in detail the
algorithms that are currently used in the modern hydrocodes. Lagrangian schemes work well at multimaterial interfaces,
but suffer from their own troubles in problems with large deformations. The extreme case is that the simulation fails when
a grid cell folds over itself. The way to avoid computational failure is to remesh the scheme where large distortion appears,
which decreases the accuracy of the solution and the computational efficiency. Although the ALE method allows the mesh to
move, the adaptive remeshing technologies are also required in regions with large deformations. Eulerian codes, however,
allowing the boundaries to flow through a fixed mesh while computing the flow field on the fixed mesh, can solve arbitrarily
large distortions. Coupled with an appropriate interface capturing algorithm, the Eulerian formulation will be quite attrac-
tive to high-velocity impact problems with large deformations.

Traditional Eulerian codes, mainly using first-order difference schemes and the von Neumann artificial viscosity, have low
accuracy and cannot capture strong shock waves very well. In recent years, some researchers have applied the high-resolu-
tion techniques in the field of modern computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to the elastic–plastic flow problems. Benson [16]
proposed an Eulerian formulation which is of the Lagrangian-plus-remap type and applied it to impact problems involving
penetration and fracture. Cooper et al. [17] extended the Lagrangian-plus-remap method to simulate the dynamic void col-
lapse in copper to study hot spot formation and jetting. Udaykumar et al. [18] presented a technique for the numerical sim-
ulation of high-speed multimaterial impact. The computations were performed on a fixed Cartesian mesh by casting the
equations governing material deformation in Eulerian conservation law form. A high-order accurate ENO scheme was
adopted along with the interface tracking technique to evolve sharp boundaries. After that, Tran and Udaykumar [19] up-
dated their methodology by substituting the hybrid particle level set method [20] for the interface tracking algorithm
adopted in the previous paper. These efforts have not only improved the accuracy of the numerical results for the problems
of elastic–plastic flow, but also shown a remarkable direction in the field of computational mechanics.

The level set method (LSM), as mentioned above, was first devised by Osher and Sethian [21] as a simple and versatile
method for tracking the boundary of a moving interface. The principle of this method is to describe an interface by the zero
level set of a smooth function, called the level set function, and to update this function with Hamilton–Jacobi equations
knowing the speed of the interface. The development and the application of the LSM were discussed in a review article
by Osher and Fedkiw [22]. Enright et al. [20] improved the mass conservation properties of the LSM by using Lagrangian mar-
ker particles to rebuild the level set in regions which were being under-resolved. The method proposed by them is called the
hybrid particle LSM.

A few years ago, Stolarska et al. [23] introduced the LSM to the field of the numerical simulation of crack propagation in
solids. They coupled the LSM with the extended finite element method (FEM) and obtained satisfying results. Lately, Duflot
[24] has reviewed in detail the update techniques of the crack representation by level set functions and proposed several
new techniques. In these methods, a crack is an open curve (an open surface in three dimensions) that grows from its tip
(its front in three dimensions), and two level set functions are necessary to represent a crack. When it comes to the spall
fracture, however, this kind of crack representation becomes inappropriate. The crack appearing in the spall fracture opens
wide with the motion of the scab. If the crack is modeled as a curve, the scab will never separate. In addition, it is unreason-
able to put an initial crack in the target plate before simulation. In the present paper, a novel representation of crack by level
set is proposed. The crack is represented as a two-dimensional narrow region which can be in any shape according to the
specific problem. Free surfaces are created due to the crack.

The space–time conservation element and solution element (CE/SE) method, originally devised by Chang [25,26], is a no-
vel numerical scheme for solving hyperbolic conservation laws. It has several attractive features: (a) being mathematically
simple; (b) a unified treatment of both space and time and enforcement of flux conservation in both space and time; (c) very
little or almost no numerical dissipation; (d) the lack of directional splitting for flows in multiple spatial dimensions, result-
ing in a truly multidimensional scheme. The features mentioned above make the method substantially different from tradi-
tional well-established methods such as the finite difference and the finite volume methods. The CE/SE method has been
generalized to high-order accuracy [27] and has reached a great success in the field of CFD [28–34]. Loh et al. [28] tested
the CE/SE scheme for several problems ranging from linear acoustic waves to strongly nonlinear phenomena, with special
emphasis on mixing-layer instability, and obtained satisfying numerical results. Wang et al. [32] simulated the detonation
propagations with detailed chemical reaction models in a second-order accuracy CE/SE method. Recently, Wang et al. [35]
have proposed an improved CE/SE scheme and extended it to the community of high-speed impact dynamics in solids. They
have simulated two classical impact problems, Taylor bar impact and penetration. The comparisons with the experimental
data and the results from other literature have proved the reliability of the computational technique developed by them.

The present paper extends the methodology proposed by Wang et al. [35] to simulate the spall fracture by introducing the
idea of ‘‘element erosion” from the FEM. We apply the improved CE/SE scheme [35] to the high-velocity impact problems
containing elastic–plastic flows, high strain rates and spall fractures in an axisymmetric framework. The Steinberg–Guinan
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(SG) constitutive model [36] and the Mie-Gruneisen (MG) equation of state (EOS) [37] are used to describe the target plate.
The hybrid particle LSM [20] is adopted for capturing material interfaces and the physical boundary conditions are applied at
the interfaces. We investigate the free boundary conditions and the contact boundary conditions in detail on the stress,
velocity, density and internal energy. The VG model [5] is introduced to the codes to monitor the void volume fraction
(VVF) of each element. The element is deleted, when its VVF reaches a critical value, to express the formation and propaga-
tion of a crack. Simulations of plate-impact experiments performed by Russian scientists [38] are presented. Our numerical
results are in good agreement with the experimental observations described in the Russian spall database, which proves the
feasibility and reliability of our computational technique.

Within the authors’ scope of knowledge, it is the first time to apply the LSM to describe the spall fracture. Since the Eule-
rian formulation can solve arbitrarily large distortions and the LSM has been successfully used for capturing interfaces
undergoing extreme topological changes, the methodology presented here has advantages in simulating dynamic fracture
such as spall in ductile materials caused by high-velocity or hypervelocity impact.
2. Governing equations

Using cylindrical coordinates ðr; z; hÞ, not considering the effects of heat conducting, thermal diffusion and external forces,
we express the Eulerian governing equations for homogenous media in the form of conservation laws [35]. For an axisym-
metric problem, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the vector form of the equations can be written as
oQ
ot
þ oEðQ Þ

or
þ oFðQ Þ

oz
¼ SðQ Þ; ð1Þ
where Q is the vector of conservation variables, E and F are the conservation flux vectors in the r and the z directions, respec-
tively, and S is the source term vector. In the Eulerian form, these vectors are:
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; ð2Þ
where q is the density, u and v are the r and z components of the velocity respectively, E ¼ qI þ ð1=2Þqðu2 þ v2Þ is the total
energy per unit volume, I is the internal energy per unit mass, p is the hydrostatic pressure, rrr;rzz;rhh and rrz are the com-
ponents of the stress tensor, srr ; szz; shh and srz are the components of the deviatoric stress tensor, ep is the equivalent plastic
strain, T is the temperature affected by plastic work, and a is the variable for the VG model [5] which will be discussed later.

The hydrostatic pressure p reflects the volume deformation. When the solid material is under a condition of high strain
rate deformation, we can assume that p is determined by the thermodynamic EOS like fluid. The specific EOS in use here is
the MG EOS [37] which is expressed as
Flyer Plate

Target Plate

z

r

Domain of computation 
with uniform grid

o

V

Fig. 1. Computational setup for the study of axisymmetric impact of two metal plates.
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p ¼
q0C2

0l 1þ 1�c0
2ð Þl½ �

1�ðs�1Þl½ �2
þ cqI l P 0

q0C2
0lþ cqI l < 0

8<: ; ð3Þ
where l ¼ q=q0 � 1, q0 and C0 are the density and the bulk sound speed at zero pressure, s is the coefficient that relates the
shock speed to the particle velocity, c is approximated by c ¼ q0c0=q and c0 is the Gruneisen parameter.

The deviatoric stress tensor sij which obeys the Hooke’s law in the incremental stress form and the plasticity flow model
reflects the shear deformation. In the elastic state, the source terms of Ssrr , Sszz , Sshh

and Ssrz in Eq. (2) can be expressed as
Ssrr ¼ srr
ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
þ 2Xrzsrz þ 2G

ou
or
�U

� �
; ð4Þ

Sszz ¼ szz
ou
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þ ov

oz

� �
� 2Xrzsrz þ 2G

ov
oz
�U

� �
; ð5Þ

Sshh
¼ shh

ou
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þ ov

oz

� �
þ 2G

u
r
�U

� �
; ð6Þ

Ssrz ¼ srz
ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
þXrzszz �Xrzsrr þ G

ou
oz
þ ov

or

� �
; ð7Þ
where G is the shear modulus, Xrz ¼ 1
2

ou
oz � ov

or

� �
is the component of spin tensor and U ¼ 1

3
ou
or þ u

r þ ov
oz

� 	
is the volume strain.

The plastic stress–strain relation is modeled by the von Mises yield criterion and the Prandtl–Reuss flow rule. The von
Mises yield condition can be written in terms of the deviatoric stresses as
s2
rr þ s2

zz þ s2
hh þ 2s2

rz 6
2
3
r2

Y ; ð8Þ
where rY is the current yield strength of the material, i.e., the current von Mises flow stress. In our numerical scheme, if the
deviatoric stress components calculated from Eq. (1) do not satisfy the yield criterion Eq. (8), they need to be pulled back
onto the yield surface. The first correcting scheme was proposed by Willkins [39] in 1964. Recently, Ponthot [40] developed
another correcting method which was unified to treat the elasto-plastic and elasto-viscoplastic processes.

The yield stress and the shear modulus of the target plates are determined by the SG constitutive model [36] in the cur-
rent work. Steinberg and co-workers have produced expressions for the yield stress and the shear modulus as functions of
effective plastic strain, pressure and temperature and constants for 14 metals. They have demonstrated that their simula-
tions have reproduced measured stress and free-surface-velocity versus time data for a number of shock wave experiments
by this model. The relations for yield stress Y and shear modulus G can be expressed as [36]:
Y ¼ Y0 1þ
Y 0p
Y0

 !
p

ðq=q0Þ
1=3 þ

G0T
G0

� �
ðT � 300Þ

( )
ð1þ beÞn; ð9Þ

G ¼ G0 1þ
G0p
G0

 !
p

ðq=q0Þ
1=3 þ

G0T
G0

� �
ðT � 300Þ

( )
; ð10Þ
where e is the effective plastic strain. All other parameters in the expressions are material constants. Information about the
model in detail is available in Ref. [36]. The flyer plate is described by the Johnson–Cook model [41,42].

The temperature in the SG model reflects the thermal softening effect of the materials. Assuming that the temperature
increase of the material is mainly caused by plastic work, the incremental expression of the temperature is
qC
dT
dt
¼ b _Wp; ð11Þ
where C is the specific heat, and b, which is usually taken as 0.9 [43], is the Taylor–Quinney coefficient implying the fraction
of mechanical power converting into thermal energy. _Wp is the rate of plastic work, which is approximated by
_Wp � _ep

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð3=2Þsijsij

p
, where _ep is the equivalent plastic strain rate and defined as
_ep ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3

_Dp
ij

_Dp
ij

r
; ð12Þ
where _DP
ij is the plastic strain rate, the expression of which is discussed in detail in Ref. [40]. According to Eqs. (11) and (12),

the source terms of the equivalent plastic strain and the temperature in Eq. (2) can be expressed as
Sep ¼ ep ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
3

_Dp
ij

_Dp
ij

r
; ð13Þ

ST ¼ T
ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
þ b _Wp

qC
: ð14Þ
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Ikkurthi and Chaturvedi [12] have studied spallation in impact-loaded metal plates, using four different damage models.
The VG model yields the closest match with the experiments according to their work. Hence we choose the VG model in the
current work. In the VG model, the presence of voids is expressed in terms of the distension ratio a, which is related to the
porosity / according to / ¼ 1� 1=a. In the absence of inertial effects, the rate of change of a is given by
Fig. 2.
Solution
da
dt
¼ 0; Dp P 0; ð15Þ

da
dt
¼ �ða0 � 1Þ2=3

g
aða� 1Þ1=3Dp; Dp < 0; ð16Þ
where Dp is the driving stress for void growth as given by
Dp ¼ �pþ as

a
ln

a
a� 1

� �
: ð17Þ
Here g is a material parameter, as controls the threshold for void growth and a0 provides the initial distension to get the
void growth process started. The variable �p is the mean stress in the porous region containing voids. More information is
available in Ref. [5]. Using Eulerian representation, we write the VG model as
oa
ot
þ oua

or
þ ova

oz
¼ a

ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
� ða0 � 1Þ2=3

g
aða� 1Þ1=3Dp: ð18Þ
Hence the source term of the distension a in Eq. (2) is
Sa ¼ a
ou
or
þ ov

oz

� �
� ða0 � 1Þ2=3

g
aða� 1Þ1=3DP: ð19Þ
The governing equations presented above can be used to describe high-velocity impact problems with large deformations
and high strain rates. We will solve the equations in a newly developed high-resolution scheme developed by us.

3. The improved CE/SE scheme

According to the physical conservation laws, the flux conservation is required not only in space but in time. In order to
keep the conservation of flux in both space and time, the CE/SE scheme is constructed by the innovative concept of unified
treatment of space and time. For problems in two spatial dimensions ðr; zÞ, the CE/SE scheme is established in a three-dimen-
sional Euclidean space E3 with coordinates ðr; z; tÞ.

The definitions of conservation element (CE) and solution element (SE) are illustrated in Fig. 2. The SE is defined as the
vicinity of a mesh point such as point P0 in Fig. 2(a). The physical variables on SEðP0Þ are approximated by the first-order Tay-
lor’s expansions at P0ðr; z; tÞ. For example:
Q mðdr; dz;dtÞP0 ¼ ðQ mÞP0 þ ðQmrÞP0dr þ ðQmzÞP0dzþ ðQmtÞP0dt; ð20Þ
where Q mðdr; dz; dtÞ is a physical variable at point ðr; z; tÞ, dr ¼ r � rP0 , dz ¼ z� zP0 , dt ¼ t � tP0 , ðQmÞP0 is the value of Qm at P0,
ðQmrÞP0 and ðQmzÞP0 are the spatial derivatives of Q m at P0, ðQmtÞP0 is the temporal derivative of Q m at P0.

An SE is divided by the time plane into two CEs which are general hexahedrons as shown in Fig. 2(b). Supposing that the
conservation Eq. (1) is satisfied in every CE, its integral form in the CE is
ZZZ

VðCEÞ

oQ
ot
þ oEðQÞ

or
þ oFðQÞ

oz
drdzdt ¼

ZZZ
VðCEÞ

SðQÞdrdzdt: ð21Þ
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P′′
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G′ E′
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(b)(a)

r
zt

o

Diagram for the explanation of formation of the CE/SE scheme. Axis r and axis z are spatial coordinates. Axis t represents the temporal variable. (a)
element (SE). (b) Conservation element (CE).
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According to the Gauss’ divergence theorem, the above expression can be rewritten as
t
SðVÞ

~H � d~s ¼
ZZZ
VðCEÞ

SðQÞdrdzdt; ~H ¼ ðQ ; E; FÞ; d~s ¼~nds; ð22Þ
where SðVÞ is the boundary of the space–time volume CE, ~H is the space–time flux vector,~n is the outward unit normal vector
and ds is the area of a surface element on SðVÞ. Writing the part on the left side of Eq. (22) in an extended form, we have
t
SðVÞ

~H � d~s ¼
ZZ

A0C0E0G0
Qdrdz�

ZZ
ACEG

Qdrdzþ
ZZ

C0CEE0
Edzdt �

ZZ
A0AGG0

Edzdt þ
ZZ

G0GEE0
Fdrdt �

ZZ
A0ACC0

Fdrdt; ð23Þ
where A0C0E0G0, ACEG, C0CEE0, A0AGG0, G0GEE0 and A0ACC0 are the surface elements of the CE boundary.
When integrating Eq. (22), we notice that CEðP0Þ is related to SEðP0Þ as well as SE (A), SE (C), SE (E) and SE (G). The values of

physical variables on point P0 are calculated from mesh points A, C, E and G. The integration over the surface element C0CEE0

which is related to SE (C) and SE (E), for example, can be separated into two parts:
ZZ
C0CEE0

Edzdt ¼
ZZ

C0CDD0
Edzdt þ

ZZ
D0DEE0

Edzdt: ð24Þ
Here an approximation, that the value at the center point of a surface is considered as the average value of the surface, is
made. Then we have
ZZ

C0CEE0
Edzdt ¼ 1

4
DzDt � E 0;

Dz
4
;
Dt
4

� �
C
þ 1

4
DzDt � E 0;�Dz

4
;
Dt
4

� �
E
: ð25Þ
The integrations over all other surface elements are solved in the same way. The time and the space integrations are trea-
ted by the same method. At last, we obtain the following expression from Eq. (22):
ðQ mÞP0 �
Dt
4
ðSmÞP0 ¼

1
4

Q þ Dt
Dr

Eþ Dt
Dz

F þ Dt
4

S
� �

; ð26Þ
where
Q ¼ Q m
Dr
4
;
Dz
4
;0

� �
A
þ Q m �Dr

4
;
Dz
4
; 0

� �
C
þ Q m �Dr

4
;�Dz

4
;0

� �
E
þ Q m

Dr
4
;�Dz

4
;0

� �
G
; ð27Þ

E ¼ Em 0;
Dz
4
;
Dt
4

� �
A
� Em 0;

Dz
4
;
Dt
4

� �
C
� Em 0;�Dz

4
;
Dt
4

� �
E
þ Em 0;�Dz

4
;
Dt
4

� �
G
; ð28Þ

F ¼ Fm
Dr
4
;0;

Dt
4

� �
A
þ Fm �Dr

4
;0;

Dt
4

� �
C
� Fm �Dr

4
;0;

Dt
4

� �
E
� Fm

Dr
4
;0;

Dt
4

� �
G
; ð29Þ

S ¼ ðSmÞA þ ðSmÞC þ ðSmÞE þ ðSmÞG: ð30Þ
Using the continuous conditions at point A0, C0, E0 and G0, we have the derivatives of Q m with respect to r and z:
ðQ mrÞP0 ¼W ðQ mrÞ�P0 ; ðQ mrÞþP0 ;v
� �

; ðQ mzÞP0 ¼W ðQmzÞ�P0 ; ðQ mzÞþP0 ;v
� �

; ð31Þ
where the weighted equation is W f�; fþ;v½ � ¼ jfþj
v f�þjf�jv fþ
jfþjvþjf�jv

, v is an adjustable constant which usually equals 1 or 2,� � � �� �

ðQ mrÞ�P0 ¼ �

1
Dr

Qm 0;0;
Dt
2 A

þ Q m 0; 0;
Dt
2 G

� 2ðQ mÞP0 ; ð32Þ

ðQ mrÞþP0 ¼ þ
1
Dr

Qm 0;0;
Dt
2

� �
C
þ Q m 0; 0;

Dt
2

� �
E
� 2ðQ mÞP0

� �
; ð33Þ

ðQ mzÞ�P0 ¼ �
1
Dz

Qm 0;0;
Dt
2

� �
A
þ Q m 0; 0;

Dt
2

� �
C
� 2ðQmÞP0

� �
; ð34Þ

ðQ mzÞþP0 ¼ þ
1
Dz

Qm 0;0;
Dt
2

� �
E

þ Q m 0; 0;
Dt
2

� �
G

� 2ðQmÞP0
� �

: ð35Þ
It should be noted that ðQmÞP0 cannot be obtained explicitly from Eq. (26) due to the source term ðSmÞP0 . As ðSmÞP0 is a func-
tion of ðQmÞP0 , a local Newton iterative procedure is usually needed to determine ðQ mÞP0 . In the present work, in order to save
computation time, we replace ðSmÞP0 with its linear prediction of current time in Eq. (26), i.e.,
ðQ mÞP0 ¼
1
4

Q þ Dt
4Dr

Eþ Dt
4Dz

F þ Dt
2
eS; ð36Þ

eS ¼ Sþ Dt
2

St ; ð37Þ
where St is the time derivative of S. In our numerical tests, the results of linear approximation agree with those of Newton
iteration, which indicates that the linear approximation of ðSmÞP0 is reasonable. More detailed description of the improved CE/
SE scheme is available in Ref. [35].
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4. Interface capturing algorithm

The hybrid particle LSM [20] is used to describe the material interfaces including the plane where spallation takes place.
We adopt separate level set functions to describe interfaces of multiple materials as illustrated in Fig. 3. Only one material
can possess a given computational grid point at any moment. The governing equations for each material are solved respec-
tively in the region uð~x; tÞ < 0 of each level set function, and then the level set functions are reevaluated according to the
material velocity fields.

4.1. Level set method

The fundamental idea of the LSM is to represent an interface C which bounds an open region X as the zero level set of a
higher dimensional scalar function uð~x; tÞ. The level set function in the present paper is defined as
Fi
uð~x; tÞ < 0 ~x 2 X1;

uð~x; tÞ ¼ 0 ~x 2 C;

uð~x; tÞ > 0 ~x 2 C2;

ð38Þ
where X1 is the inside part of a material, C is the interface and X2 is out of the material boundary. The motion of the interface
is determined by a velocity field ~U, which may depend on position, time or geometry of the interface. The evolution of the
level set function is given by a convection equation:
du
dt
¼ ou

ot
þ ~U � ru ¼ 0; ð39Þ
which only needs to be solved locally near the interface [44,45]. It is convenient to treat u as a function of the signed distance
to the interface. Geometrical quantities including the unit normal, pointing from inside to outside of the region, and the cur-
vature can be calculated from the level set function by
~n ¼ ru
jruj ; j ¼ r � ru

jruj : ð40Þ
As noted in Ref. [46], however, the level set function will cease to be a signed distance function after several computa-
tional steps especially for flows undergoing extreme topological changes. As a result, reinitialization algorithms are needed
to maintain the signed distance property by solving to steady state the equation
Us ¼ signðuÞ 1� jrUjð Þ;
Uð~x;0Þ ¼ uð~x; tÞ;


ð41Þ
where s is fictitious time, signðuÞ is a signum function numerically approximated as
signðuÞ ¼ uffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u2 þ e2

p ; ð42Þ
where e is a parameter related to the mesh size (e.g., e ¼minðDr;DzÞÞ. Also, Eq. (41) only needs to be solved locally near the
interface. A fifth-order WENO scheme and a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme are adopted to calculate the spatial and the
temporal derivatives, respectively, in Eqs. (39) and (41).

4.2. Hybrid particle level set method

Due to excessive regularization caused by dissipation of the numerical scheme and the reinitialization procedure, sharp
corners are rounded off and objects may lose mass during large deformations. In order to rectify the error, Enright et al. [20]
introduced Lagrangian massless marker particles in combination with the LSM which is implemented in the Eulerian frame-
work. The particles are used to both track characteristic information and reconstruct the interface in regions where the LSM
has failed to accurately preserve mass.
Material 1 (            )

Material 2 (            )

1 0ϕ <

2 0ϕ <

Free surfaces Contact surface

Level set 2

Level set 1

g. 3. Illustration of material surfaces and level set functions. Separate level set functions are used to describe surfaces of multiple materials.
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Two sets of marker particles, the positive particles and the negative particles, are defined. The positive particles lie in the
region where u > 0 while the negative particles are in the u < 0 region. The particles are advected with the evolution
equation
d~xp

dt
¼ ~Uð~xpÞ; ð43Þ
where~xp is the position of the particle and ~Uð~xpÞ is its velocity. The particle velocities are interpolated from velocities of the
surrounding grids which contain the center of the particle. A third-order accurate Runge–Kutta method is used to evolve the
particle positions forward in time. The radius of each particle is in the range of ðamin; amaxÞ where
amin ¼ 0:1 minðDr;DzÞ; amax ¼ 0:5 minðDr;DzÞ; ð44Þ
according to Ref. [20]. This allows multiscale particle resolution of the interface.
First of all, particles of both signs are randomly seeded in the elements that are within the distance of 3maxðDr;DzÞ from

the interface. For the purpose of interface reconstruction, the particles are allowed to overlap as illustrated in Fig. 4, which
enables us to reconstruct the interface exactly as the number of particles approaches infinity. Four particles per spatial
dimension (i.e., 4 in 1D, 16 in 2D and 64 in 3D) are distributed in each cell. Afterward, particles are attracted to the correct
side of the interface (positive particles to the u > 0 side and negative particles to the u < 0 side) into a band between a dis-
tance of bmin and bmax of the interface, where
bmin ¼ amin; bmax ¼ 3 maxðDr;DzÞ: ð45Þ
The attraction equation is
~xnew ¼~xp þ k ugoal �uð~xpÞ
� �

~nð~xpÞ; ð46Þ
where ugoal is a random value in ðbmin; bmaxÞ for a positive particle or in ð�bmax;�bminÞ for a negative particle so that the dis-
tribution of particles in the direction normal to the interface is random. The parameter k is set to 1 at the beginning and is
successively halved until Eq. (46) places the particle within the expected domain. If the particle does not lie in the desired
region after a certain number (e.g., we use 16) of iterations, it is deleted. Finally, each particle radius is set as
ap ¼
amax if spuð~xpÞ > amax;

spuð~xpÞ if amin 6 spuð~xpÞ 6 amax;

amin if spuð~xpÞ < amin;

8><>: ð47Þ
where sp is the sign of the particle (+1 for positive particles and �1 for negative particles).
After each time step, the marker particles are employed to correct possible errors in the level set function due to the non-

physical deletion of merging characteristics. The level set function of each particle is determined by local interpolation of the
surrounding grid points. A particle is defined as escaped only when it crosses the interface by more than its radius, as is
shown in Fig. 4. Each particle can be represented as a locally defined level set function:
upð~xÞ ¼ spðj~x�~xpj � apÞ; ð48Þ
where ap is the radius of the particle, ~xp is the position of the particle center. The zero level set of up corresponds to the
boundary of the particle.

We use the escaped positive particles Eþ to rebuild the u > 0 region and the escaped negative particles E� to rebuild the
u < 0 region. Each up is compared to the local value of u and the maximum of these two values is taken as uþ, we initialize
uþ with u and then calculate
uþ ¼ max
8p2Eþ
ðup;u

þÞ: ð49Þ
Positive particle

Negative particle

Escaped
positive particle

Material interface 
before correction

Material interface 
after correction

Fig. 4. Illustration of error correction of the level set function by using escaped positive particles.
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Similarly, to calculate a reduced error representation of the u < 0 region, we initialize u� with u and then calculate
Fig. 5.
represe
u� ¼ min
8p2E�
ðup;u

�Þ: ð50Þ
We merge uþ and u� back into a single level set by setting
u ¼
uþ if juþj 6 ju�j;
u� if juþj > ju�j ;


ð51Þ
which is least in magnitude at each grid point.
Since the reinitialization may cause the zero level set to move, we use the marker particles to correct the errors in the

level set function as well. After the radii of the particles are adjusted, the particle reseeding process is performed.
In flows with interface stretching and tearing, regions which lack sufficient marker particles will arise. To accurately cap-

ture the interface, a so-called reseeding procedure must be performed periodically to readapt the particle distribution to the
deformed interface. Reseeding is carried out by first identifying all the nonescaped particles in each cell. The local value of
the level set function is used to determine whether a given cell is near the interface. If a cell is not near the interface, all the
nonescaped particles are deleted. If a cell near the interface currently has fewer particles than the previously defined max-
imum, particles are added to the cell and attracted to the interface. In addition, escaped particles should not be deleted.
4.3. Particle level set representation of a crack

In many applications, a crack is modeled as an open curve, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a), in the two-dimensional framework
[23,24,47,48]. It is effective to model a crack as a curve when the crack keeps narrow since only the propagation of the crack
needs to be performed. In the spall fracture, however, the scab moves away from the target plate after the crack appears. As a
result, the crack opens wide with the motion of the scab. If the crack is still modeled as an open curve, the scab will never
separate from the target plate, which is in contradiction with the experimental observation. Furthermore, an initial crack
needs to be constructed in the material according to Stolarska’s method [23]. But the target plate, in a spall experiment, does
not have a macroscopic crack before the spall fracture appears. It is unreasonable to put a crack in the target before simu-
lation. Thus a different representation of a crack by level set is needed.

In the simulations, we monitor the spatio-temporal evolution of the void volume fraction (VVF) which is the porosity / in
the VG model. Eftis has shown analytically that the yield function becomes zero as the VVF reaches a critical value [49], at
which the material loses its strength and the microelement of the material experiences separation as the rate of inelastic
deformation increases dramatically. The critical value of the VVF for copper has been analytically calculated to be 0.3
[49]. Hence, the spallation is assumed to take place when the VVF of a computational cell reaches the critical value in our
simulations.

In order to describe the formation and the propagation of a crack, we choose to delete the element whose VVF reaches the
critical value. The element here refers to the projection of the SE on the roz plane. The deletion of the element is implemented
by a logical operation on the two level set functions which represent the area of the target plate and the area of the failed
element respectively. After the logical operation, the area of the failed elements turns to u > 0. Noticing that the area u > 0
is not calculated in our simulation, we treat the material in this area as void whose density is set to zero. Then the interface
capturing strategy described above is used to solve the regions where the spall happens. Notice that the strategy for captur-
ing interfaces where spall happens has no difference from that of the ordinary interfaces. For example, when the VVF of point
P in Fig. 5(c) reaches the critical value, the element which contains point P will be subtracted from the target by the logical
operation. A crack is formed after all the failed elements are deleted, as is shown in Fig. 5(b). The crack formed here is not a
curve but a two-dimensional narrow region where u > 0. The crack can be in any shape according to the specific problem.
r

z

o

Failed element

P

(c)
(a)

(b)

propagation

openpropagation

scab

crack

Comparison between the traditional representation of a crack by level set and the representation proposed in the present paper. (a) Traditional
ntation of a crack. (b) Representation of a crack in the present paper. (c) Partial enlarged view of (b).
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Additional interfaces are created between the failed elements areas and the areas of the non-failed elements due to the crack.
The particles are seeded on both sides of an interface and attracted to the correct sides of the interface. Then the reseeding
process is implemented each time step. This procedure is the same as particles seeding and reseeding on the initial surfaces.

5. Boundary conditions

The boundary points of a material are, by definition, the mesh points that are out of the region of the material but are
needed during the process of the computation. In the axisymmetric case, the CE/SE scheme needs only one boundary point
at the boundary of r or z direction. All boundary points can be classified into the contact boundary points and the free bound-
ary points. The former describes the interaction between two material blocks, and the latter describes the movement of the
free surface in vacuum. The mesh point is identified as the contact boundary point if it is a boundary point of a certain mate-
rial and locates in the other material, or the free boundary point if it is a boundary point of one material and does not locate
in any other materials.

The values of the boundary points of a material are obtained from that of the points inside the material or the points of the
material in vicinity, according to the physical boundary conditions such as the free boundary conditions or the contact
boundary conditions. When the shock reaches the interface, this boundary treatment leads to a local reduction in order
of accuracy at the grid points by the interfaces. However, the high-order accuracy is still maintained in the bulk of the com-
putational domain. Similar applications to the multimaterial interfaces can be found in [19,35,50] for the treatment of shock
and contact discontinuities.

5.1. Free boundary conditions

The physical conditions on a free surface are that the normal stress components are zero. For the axisymmetric case, we
introduce local coordinates associated with the interface normal and tangent vectors. In the local coordinates the stress ten-
sor can be rotated by
Fig. 6.
in the a
r0 ¼ ATrA; ð52Þ
where r0 ¼ rnn rns
rsn rss

� �
, A ¼ nr �nz

nz nr

� �
, nr and nz are the components of the unit normal vector in r and z directions, and

r ¼ rrr rrz

rzr rzz

� �
. The normal stress components rnn and rnt are zero on the free surface while the tangential stress component

rss is not.
Suppose that point P, as is shown in Fig. 6(a), is a free boundary point. The stress components of point I which is at the

mirror position of point P in the local coordinates can be calculated by
rnn;I ¼ n2
r;Psrr;I þ n2

z;Pszz;I þ 2nr;Pnz;Psrz;I � pI;

rns;I ¼ n2
r;P � n2

z;P

� �
srz;I þ nr;Pnz;P szz;I � srr;Ið Þ;

rss;I ¼ n2
r;Pszz;I þ n2

z;Psrr;I � 2nr;Pnz;Psrz;I � pI;

ð53Þ
where subscript I denotes values at point I, nr;P and nz;P are the components of the unit normal vector in r and z directions at
point P, which can be computed from the level set function. Considering the fact that the normal stress components are zero
on the surface and point I is the mirror point of point P, the following relations can be obtained:
rnn;P ¼ �rnn;I; rns;P ¼ �rns;I; rss;P ¼ rss;I: ð54Þ
P

I

n
→ τ
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Material

Area of the 
failed elements
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Material
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→ →τ

Material 1
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→

Illustration of the boundary conditions. (a) Free boundary conditions. (b) Contact boundary conditions. (c) Extrapolation process for boundary points
rea of the failed elements.
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The stress components can be easily converted from the local coordinates to the global Cartesian coordinates by Eq. (52).
All other variables such as the density, the velocity and the internal energy are extrapolated linearly from the inside of the
material to point P.

5.2. Contact boundary conditions

Here we consider the sliding interface. The physical conditions imposed on the sliding interface are that the normal veloc-
ity and the normal stress components crossing the interface between the two materials are continuous, whereas the tangen-
tial velocity and the tangential stress components may remain discontinuous. Suppose point P, as illustrated in Fig. 6(b), is a
contact boundary point of material 1. Then point P is in material 2, according to the definition of the contact boundary point.

In the local coordinates the velocity vector is
Fig. 7.
surface
v0 ¼ ATv; ð55Þ� � � �

where v0 ¼ vn

vs
and v ¼ u

v .

Given Eq. (55) and the velocity conditions on the sliding interface, the velocity at point P in the local coordinates can be
written as
vn ¼ uP;2nr þ vP;2nz;

vs ¼ �uP;1nz þ vP;1nr;
ð56Þ
where subscript 1 denotes the linearly extrapolated values from material 1, and subscript 2 denotes the actual velocity at
point P in material 2. Using Eq. (55), we can obtain the velocity components at point P in the global Cartesian coordinates by
uP ¼ vnnr � vsnz; vP ¼ vnnz þ vsnr: ð57Þ
With the stress conditions on the sliding interface and Eq. (52), the components of the stress tensor are calculated from
rss ¼ n2
r;Pszz;1 þ n2

z;Psrr;1 � 2nr;Pnz;Psrz;1 � p1;

rnn ¼ n2
r;Psrr;2 þ n2

z;Pszz;2 þ 2nr;Pnz;Psrz;2 � p2;

rns ¼ nr;Pnz;P szz;2 � srr;2ð Þ þ n2
r;P � n2

z;P

� �
srz;2:

ð58Þ
It is easy to convert the stress components from the local coordinates to the global Cartesian coordinates by Eq. (52). As
the case of the free surface boundary conditions, all other variables such as the density, the velocity and the internal energy
are extrapolated linearly from material 1 to point P.

5.3. Boundary conditions for failed region

In the domain of the deleted elements, we find that the level set function is no longer a signed distance function. The unit
normal of any free boundary point can not be calculated from u. As a result, the free boundary conditions described above are
not available to the boundary points in the area of the failed elements. In order to extrapolate values from the interior of a
material to the boundary point B which is surrounded by the eight grid points, as illustrated in Fig. 6(c), the distance-weighted
interpolation is performed from the three surrounding grid points (Point 1, 2 and 3) that lie inside the undamaged material.

6. Applications

The geometrical scketch of a plate-impact experiment [38] for the research of spall fracture, consisting essentially of a
thin flyer plate that acts as a high-speed projectile and a target plate, is illustrated in Fig. 7. The flyer plate has a high velocity
and the target plate is at rest before impact. Owing to the fact that the plates used in the experiment are usually cylindrical,
Flyer plate

Target plate

Point for measurement 
of the free surface velocity

M

Computational 
model

impactV

zz

Schematic of numerical simulation for the plate-impact experiment. Point M on the backside of the target indicates the grid point where the free-
-velocity history is monitored.
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the situation considered here is axisymmetric in nature. Since the diameters of both the flyer and the target are much greater
than their thicknesses, most part inside both plates is under uniaxial strain conditions and only the material near the lateral
boundary is influenced by the edge effects. Point M in Fig. 7, which is at the rear surface of the target plate and close to the
symmetric axis, is selected for capturing the velocity history of the particle at the free surface.

The predictions of the proposed computational methodology are compared to the experiments [38], including spall thick-
nesses of scabs and particle velocity profiles at the target free surface. Details of the experiments that are simulated in the
present work are listed in Table 1. The material parameters of the target plates used in the simulations for various kinds of
models are listed in Table 2. The constitutive model and the EOS for the flyer plate are the Johnson–Cook model [41,42] and
the MG EOS, respectively.

6.1. Stainless steel plates impacted by aluminum plates at two different speeds

The mesh dependency is investigated for the case of a stainless steel plate collided by an aluminum plate at V ¼ 700 m=s.
The location and the breadth of the damaged zone are described in Fig. 8 at t ¼ 3:5 ls when the spall fracture is completed.
The flyer thickness is hf ¼ 2 mm, and the target thickness is ht ¼ 10 mm. All the meshes adopted here are square. Three dif-
ferent mesh dimensions are tested: from 0.133 mm each side for the coarse mesh to 0.067 mm for the dense mesh. An ele-
ment is deleted when its porosity reaches the critical value VVFc ¼ 0:3. The zone of the failed elements, as is shown in Fig. 8,
is 0.3 mm in breadth. No mesh dependency is observed when the mesh size is below 0.1 mm. Thus the grid size of 0.1 mm is
adopted in the following calculations. The numerical results are also mesh independent with the same grid size for the other
impact velocities in the present work. The same trend is observed for the velocity profiles at the free surface.

Simulations of stainless steel target plates collided by aluminum flyer plates at two different speeds which are
V ¼ 445 m=s and V ¼ 700 m=s have been performed. We use Point M, as illustrated in Fig. 7, to capture the history of particle
velocities at the free surface. The numerical results are compared to the experimental data, as is shown in Fig. 9. According to
the experimental plot [38], time t = 0 corresponds to the moment when particles at the free surface start to move. The so-
called ‘‘velocity pullback” Dv and the period of the velocity oscillation Tp are denoted in the figure. It is observed that the
profiles of the numerical results and the experimental data agree with each other well, especially for the velocity pullback.
The velocity pullback by simulation is 107 m/s and the experimental value is 101 m/s at speed 445 m/s. The relative error is
6%. For speed 700 m/s, the velocity pullback by simulation is 106 m/s and the experimental value is 109 m/s. The relative
error is 3%. The peak value of the velocity profiles is higher when the target plate is collided by a higher velocity. The period
Table 1
Detailed information of experiments to be calculated in the following work.

Experiment number Flyer plate Target plate

Material Thickness (mm) Diameter (mm) Velocity (m/s) Material Thickness (mm) Diameter (mm)

B33 Aluminum 2 120 700 ± 30 Stainless steel 10 120
B34 Aluminum 2 120 445 ± 15 Stainless steel 10 120
B61 Aluminum 2 120 450 ± 20 Copper 15 120

Table 2
Material parameters of the target plates for the EOS, the constitutive equation and the VG model.

Parameters Stainless steel Copper

q0 ðkg=m3Þ 7900 8930

C ðJ=kg � KÞ 423 395
Tm ðKÞ 2380 1356

The MG EOS c0 1.93 1.98
s 1.49 1.33
C0 (m/s) 4650 3960

The SG model Y0 (Pa) 3:0� 108 9:0� 107

Ymax (Pa) 2:5� 109 6:4� 108

G0 (Pa) 81:4� 109 43:3� 109

G0p 1.74 1.35

G0T ðPaÞ �3:504� 107 �1:798� 107

Y 0p 0.007684 0.003396

b 43 36
n 0.35 0.45

The VG model a0 1.0006 1.0003
g ðPa � sÞ 1.0 1.0
as ðPaÞ 0:3911� 109 0:17� 109



Fig. 8. Effect of mesh size on the VVF distribution inside the target plate, for impact velocity V ¼ 700 m=s, at the instant when t ¼ 3:5 ls.

Fig. 9. Comparison of free surface particle velocity profiles between results of simulations and experimental plots at different impact velocities: V = 445 and
700 m/s.
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of velocity oscillation can be measured from the thickness of the scab. The velocity pullback Dv is a measure of incipient
fracture strength of the material. The results of our simulation, as indicated in Fig. 9, show that increase of impact velocity
does not influence the magnitude of the velocity pullback, which is also observed by many experiments of different materials
[38,51]. The spall strength ðrspÞ and the thickness (h) of the scab are related to the velocity pullback and the speed oscillation
period by the following expressions [2], respectively:
rsp ¼
1
2
q0C0Dv ; ð59Þ

h ¼ 1
2

C0Tp; ð60Þ
where q0 and C0 are the density and the bulk sound speed at zero pressure. The numerical results for some key physical
parameters, compared to the experimental data, are listed in Table 3. The spall strengths of the two impact speeds both



Table 3
Comparison of numerical results and experimental data.

Spall strength Thickness of scab

Impact velocity (m/s) 445 700 445 700
Experiments 1:93� 0:13 GPa 1:93� 0:09 GPa 1:78 mm ð�10%Þ 1:61 mm ð�10%Þ
Simulations 2.06 GPa 1.96 GPa 1.74 mm 1.62 mm

Fig. 10. Contour plot of the material density at time t ¼ 7:0 ls when the spall fracture is completed. The impact velocity is 450 m/s. Line r = 0 is the axis of
symmetry.
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locate within the range of the experiments. A decrease of the thickness of the scab can be observed from the simulations with
increase in flyer velocity, which is in accord with the experimental phenomenon.
6.2. A copper plate impacted by an aluminum plate at a speed of 450 m/s

The simulation of a 15 mm-thick copper plate impacted by a 2 mm-thick aluminum plate at a speed of 450 m/s has been
performed. Fig. 10 presents the contour plot of material density at time t ¼ 7:0 ls when the spall fracture is accomplished.
The superposition of the rarefaction waves has produced a large tensile mean stress causing a localized damage. It can be
observed that the density near the spall plane is lower than the normal density of copper, which indicates that the microvo-
iding process does exist before spallation. In the numerical simulation, the incident shock wave is attenuated not only by the
axial unloading waves but also by the release waves from the lateral. Due to this extra attenuation, the scab does not sep-
arate from the target plate, as is shown in Fig. 10, being held back by the less-fractured periphery. Another phenomenon
which is worth noticing is that there is a second plane of lower density inside the target plate. When the first scab is pro-
duced, the tensile wave has not been released thoroughly and continues to propagate into the target plate. As a result, an-
other region of lower density appears. We believe that a second scab can be simulated if the tensile wave is strong enough
and lasts for plenty of time. The scab by simulation is about 1.6 mm thick while the experimental thickness of the scab is
1.24 mm (±10%). Maybe the material parameters used in the simulation are not the best-fit values for the materials used
in the experiments. Or a more advanced spall model may help to improve the numerical results. Although beyond the range
of the experimental data, the numerical result is close to satisfaction.

Fig. 11 presents the distribution of void volume fraction (VVF) in the target at three different moments during the process
of impact. Time t = 0 corresponds to the instant when the flyer plate contacts the target plate. Fig. 11(a) shows the initiation
of the porosity in the target. Owing to the interaction of rarefaction waves coming from the bottom boundary and the side
boundary, the VVF near the right side bottom of the target has the highest value. We may deduce that microvoids are ini-
tiated earlier in the target near the lateral boundary. In Fig. 11(b), the failed area which looks like a small hole is displayed
clearly. A larger porosity is cumulated near the lateral boundary first. Some elements have been deleted and a crack is ini-
tiated as the VVF reaches the critical value 0.3. At the end of the test, as illustrated in Fig. 11(c), the crack has finished prop-
agation in the whole plane of spallation and the spall fracture is completed. A scab of about 1.6 mm thick is pointed out in the
picture. The region which displays the other peak value of the VVF in Fig. 11 is relevant to the second plane of lower density
discussed above. A second scab is not formed since the VVF cannot reach the critical value.

The comparison between the numerical results and the experimental data of particle velocity at the free surface is shown
in Fig. 12. The particles at the free surface are stationary initially. According to the experimental plot [38], time t = 0 is rel-
evant to the moment when particles on the back side of the target start to move. It can be observed from Fig. 12 that the
velocity history obtained by computation essentially coincides with the experimental profile. Particle velocity at the free sur-
face keeps rising with the propagation of compressive waves. The velocity reaches a peak value and starts to decrease when



Fig. 11. The evolution of the void volume fraction (VVF) inside the target during the impact process. (a) t ¼ 4:2 ls; (b) t ¼ 5:1 ls; (c) t ¼ 7:0 ls.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the computational and the experimental free surface particle velocity profiles. The impact velocity is 450 m/s.
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the tensile stress caused by the reflection of compressive waves inside the target is observed. When the peak value of the
tensile stress reaches the spall threshold, damage begins to accumulate. The tensile stress in the zone where damage accu-
mulates decreases as the microvoiding process develops. Consequently, a compressive disturbance appears on the free sur-
face velocity profile, which is considered as a signal when the spall happens. Henceforth wave reverberation continues
between the free surface and the spall plane on the scab. Although the velocity pullback by simulation is on the same mag-
nitude with the result from the experiment, it is obviously delayed. Maybe the zero point of the t-axis should be set to the
instant when the flyer impacts the target since the minimum velocities which can be monitored by the experimental device
and the computational simulation may be different.

7. Conclusions

The present paper has proposed an innovative computational methodology to simulate the spall fracture caused by high-
velocity impact. The improved CE/SE scheme is applied to solve the high-velocity impact problems containing elastic–plastic
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flows, high strain rates and spall fractures. The SG constitutive model and the MG EOS are used to describe the target mate-
rials. The VG model is introduced to monitor the VVF of each element. The hybrid particle LSM is adopted to capture the
material interfaces and display the formation and propagation of a crack. The free surface boundary conditions and the con-
tact boundary conditions are applied at the interfaces.

Numerical simulations for the spall fracture due to plate impact are carried out by the proposed technique. Several phys-
ical phenomena of the plate-impact spall, as were observed in the experiments, are exhibited in the numerical simulations:
(a) the velocity pullback is displayed on velocity profiles of particles at the free surface; (b) the thickness of the scab de-
creases with increase in impact velocity; (c) the microvoiding process is clearly shown on the contour plots of the VVF at
three different moments; (d) the edge effects are numerically reproduced, including the position of the crack initiation
and the scab being held back at the periphery of the target. The simulations of stainless steel plates collided by aluminum
plates show excellent agreement with the experimental data. The relative error of the velocity pullback is no more than 6%.
The spall strength and the scab thickness by simulation both locate within the range of the experimental data. Qualitative
agreement with the experiments is shown for the simulations of copper plate impacted by aluminum plate. In conclusion,
the computational prediction is reliable.

Since the level set function is no longer a signed distance function in the domain of the deleted elements, a different
boundary condition method is adopted in our simulation. The resolution of the method used here is lower. A boundary con-
dition with higher resolution for the free surfaces at the spall plane should be helpful to the simulation. In addition, the spall
model used in the present paper only considers the void growth process while the spall process consists of nucleation,
growth and coalescence. A more advanced spall model will help to improve the simulation results.

In future work, several extensions of the methodology presented in this paper will be developed. The simulation of a more
complicated spall fracture which occurs in the plate impacted by a spherical projectile is in process. In addition, extension to
three-dimensions is relatively straightforward under this framework.
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